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Abstract. We construct an N-superconcentrator of depth 2, with 3 N”’ +0( N “““) edges, by 
essentially duplicating the lines vs. points incidence graph of a projective plane. The validity of 
the construction rests mainly on the following theorem: If A and B are sets of points in a linear 
space such th-t !A! = / rD[ = n atid Au B is not collinear, then there are at leas! n lines in the space 
which interseu both A and 8. 
When A = B, this result reduces to a theorem of I?!_ Bruijn and Erdijs (1948). 
I. introduction 
Consider a digraph of depth 2, G = ( V, E), where 
V=IuMuO, II1=lOl==n, EdxMuMxO. (1) 
I and 0 are the inputs and outputs respectively, and I, 0, M are pairwise disjoint. 
Such a digraph is called an n-swperconcenrvutor (abbreviated SC) of depth 2 if, 
for any 1 s k d n, and X c 1, Y c 0, such that 1X1= 1 YI = k there exist k vertex- 
disjoint paths from X to Y. 
Pippenger [4], has shown that an n-SC of depth 2 must have n(n log n) edges. 
On the other hand, he proved (non-constructively) the existence of such SC’s with 
O(II log’ n) edges. Recently, Pippenger [5] has given an explicit construction using 
O(V’ ‘&) edges, as an application of his results on explicit expanders. 
Here we construct a depth-2 SC by essentially duplicating the lines vs. points 
incidence graph of a projective plane. 
Specifically, let q be such that there exists a projective plane of order q (as is the 
case if q is a prime power). Let {p,, . . . , p,}, (L,, . . . , L,} be respectively the points 
and the fines of such plane, where n = q2 + q + 1. 
We define a depth-2 digraph as follows: Let I = {a,, . . . , a,), 0 = {h,, . . . , h,,) anil 
M = {Cl, l . . . c,} u D, where IDi = [i( q + I)] , and all of the above sets are disjoint. 
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Let V=luMuOand 
We claim that G = ( V, E) is an n-SC. 
In proving the validity of the construction (Section 4) we shall use a characteriz- 
ation of depth-2 SC’s which is discussed in Section 2, and a geometric theorem 
concerning two-chromatic Imes, which we state and prove in Section 3. 
2. A characterization of depth-2 superconcentrators 
Let G=( V, E) be a digraph of depth 2, as in (1). For X c I, Y c 0, define 
Proof. Nwrssit_r is obvious, since the middle vertices of the k disjoint paths from 
.Y to Y belong to I'+(X)f> I' (I'). 
To prove .w@cicnc_v, assume I 5: k 5~ !I, A’ c I, Y c 0 and /Xl = 11’1 - k. By Menger’s 
Theorem, the maximum number of vertes-disjoint paths from A’ to Y is equal to 
the minimum cardinality of a set of vertices, whose deletion separates S from 1’. 
Let s z-7 I i-j hl L.J 0 be such a cut set. Then we must have 
l”(.Y\S)n I‘ ( Y\S)c M n S. (3 
(Else we would pass from X\S to Y\S through M\S.) 
Now (2) and (3) imply 
jM n S! 3 /l’+(.‘i\S)n I’ (Y\S)/ -2 min{l.Y\SI, 1 \‘\Sl) 
and, therefore 
ISi :-- jlll n St + IS n S( -t j 1’ (7 Sl 2 niin{),‘i\SI, I \‘\Sl{ + (s n S/ + 11’ (-1 S! 
3. A theorem on two chromatic lines 
A li~t~rr .spa~> is i.~ pair S = (9, Y ), where .P is a noncmpty set, called the points, 
,ind Y‘ a collection ot‘ subsets ot’ ~9, called the lint.r, lvhich satizf!. the following 
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condition: For any two distinct points X, y E 9 there is a unique L E 2, such that 
{x, y} c L. This L is sometimes denoted by [x y]. 
If A, Bc 9, we shall denote by L(A, B) the set of lines L which intersect both A 
and B. 
De Bruijn and Erdos [I] proved that if a linear space does not consist of a 
single line, then I.Yla 191. 
Here, using thtz idea of one of the proofs of the De Bruijn-Erdos Theorem (see 
[2, Problem 13.14]), we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Suppose A and B are (not neceJsarily disjoint) sets qf points in a linear 
space, IAl = I BI = n, and A u B is not collinear. Then, 
1 L( A, B)I 2 H. 
Proof. Let L(A, B)= (t,, . . . , L,,,}. Denote A, = A C-I L,, Bi = B n L, for 1 d i s m, and 
let d(s) = I{ i: .~CE L,}) for XEAU .B. 
Claim 1. l”x E .4’,1 CT then d(x) 2 !BiI. Similarly, ifx E B\L, then d(x) 2 [Ail. 
t+ooj: We shJl only prove the first part of this claim. If y E Bi, then x E A\L, 
obviously implies [xv] E L(A, B). Moreover, iC ,t” E Bi and y’ f y, then [xy] f [xy’] 
or else we would have .Y E [y J’] = L,. Therefore we conclude 
d(x)3 IS& 
Claim 2. d(s) i;: m jbr all x E A .J B. 
ProqJ d(x) = m implies that n:,*_, L, = {x}. A u B is not collinear; therefore, there 
exist two lines, say L,, L2, and two points yl, y, different from x such that y, E L, n 
(A u B), ~2 E L2 n (A u B). Without loss of generality assume y, E A. Clearly 
s ~‘[y,y~], and therefore y1 E A\ B and yz E A\ B. Let z be a point in B, different from 
s (there is such a point because n = IAl 2 2). Since z .$L, n L2, we may assume that 
z E’L,. In this case [y, z] E: L(A, B), but obviously x &[y, z], contradicting nyl, f, = 
{ 9). 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2 we have to show that m 2 n. Suppose, to 
the contrary, that IFI < n. 
Now, Ict a E A\ L,. By Claim 1, we have 
4aP IB,l. (4) 
And so, by Claim 2 dnd the assumption to: a< n, we have 
tk m-d(a)< )z -IB,l. (5) 
(6) 
Dividing (4) by (5) we obtain, for ail a E A\L,, 
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Similarly, if b E B\Z.,, then 
d(b) IA I 
m-d(b)%[‘A,i’ 
(7) 
Now, let us sum (6) over all pairs T = {(a, i): a E A\Li}. The left-hand side then 
becomes 
We have used the facts that I(i: ar;(Li}l= m -d(a) and that I,,, n d(a), C:“. , IA,1 
both express the cardinality of {(x, i): x E Ai). 
Summation of the right-hand side of (7) yields 
because jA\L,I = n - IA,(. 
Combining (6), (8) and (9) we obtain 
Similarly, (7) implies 
,ti y n - 1 B,I 
x IB,I> \ --(A/. 
I I I -, I? -\A;[ 
Finally, wmming (IO) and (1 I ) and observing that, for any 0 = s, J* K N, 
01 ttl IA I IHI y (IA,!+iB,I)‘-• y c_l-!- IR,l+::_i\l; . , 
r I ( II II-- I4 , 14) 
which yields the desired contradiction. 
Therefore, we must have 111 R )I. f I 
tt1 
: (I.411 -t/RI), 
(9) 
Remarks. (1) The De Bruijn-Erdijs Theorem follows from Theorem 2 by taking 
. ,4 = B = Y. 
(2) Another generalization of the De Rruijn-Erdijs Theorem, which exploits a 
similar ideal. appears in [3]. 
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4. Proof of the validity of the construction 
By Theorem I it suffices to show that, for any i s k 6 n, if X = I, Y = 0 and 
1X1= 1 YI = k, then 
lI’+(X)n I‘--( Y)la k. w 
Let X’, Y’c 9 be the sets of points in the projective plane which correspond to 
X and Y (that is: p, E X’ iff a, E X, and pi E Y’ iff 6, E Y). By the construction, 
c, E I’*(X) n r-( Y) if and only if L, intersects both X’ and Y’. Therefore, 
Ir+(x)nI‘-( Y)I=IL(X’, Y’)I+IDI=IL(X’, Y’,i+[;(9+1)]. (14) 
To show that (13) holds, we consider three cases: 
(a) 16 ks [i(q+l)l. 
Here ( 13) follows irnmedi;\tely from ( 14). 
(h) [;(9+l)J <ksq+l. 
If X’n Y’=(i), then X’u Y’ cannnot be collinear since IX’u Y’I) 9 + 1, and 
therefore, by Theorem 2, IL(X’, Y’)l> k. If X’n Y’# v), then the 9 + 1 lines through 
any point of X’n Y’ belong to J-.(X’, Y’), and so IL(X’, Y’)la 9 + 12 k. In both 
cases w have shown that I L(X’, Y’)lz k, and hence (13) follows from (14). 
(c) q + 1 < k L= I?. 
Here X’u t ’ 5 obviously not collinear. and so, by Theorem 2, (L(X’, Y’)lb k. 
This, Fy ( 14). implies ( 13). 
Remarks. (1) Our n-SC has 21:‘([!(9+1)] +y+-1)<3n”‘+3n edges. 
(2) Using the fact that for large enough s, there is a prime between _I and A- +.x”‘, 
we deduce that for large enough IV there exists an n = p’ +p + 1 (p prime) such that 
,V .: ;i \ iV +O(N’ h). 
Therefore we may construct an N-SC of depth 2, with 3ZV7*’ +O(N” “) edges. 
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